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CHAPTER ONE
HERE WE DO GO AGAIN!
March 13, 2011

ONE DOWN FOR THE HUMANS
Greetings, littlest ones of mine own amour. Great healthy beings, are we
not? In any case, here we begin another such book, if you like, which will
in the long run perhaps heartily explain those symptoms of illnesses which
many of ye suffer unto yourselves and others unto the reign of men,
women and children alike. So here we go. Please place chapter subtitle as “One down for
the humans.” I will wait. With title: Here we do go again!

Beloveds, even the fairest of men, women and children, the genius being
the children, we have nevertheless altered the facsimile to represent all
those wayfaring souls who do entirely believe that we aboard the starships
there in your heavens will just give them remedies to alter in composition,
in order to sell, ship freely worldwide to the entire detriment of the human
race. And I tell you now, that we will not! So what is this particular writing
about then after all? Does it consist of a track record of being among men,
women and the children only to observe your goods and your ills? Not
entirely. We are definitely here to help all who would listen; for comes the
time when you for the physical sakes of yourselves need to have within
your minds all we have told you so, you will one day listen to those of our
people down upon your ground who will instruct the all and each one of
you to come aboard our craft, how to get there to our landing strip, as you
would call it, and indeed take onto yourselves a reading which will then
instruct all of you and the each one of you to bring nothing more than what
you are wearing.
Good grief, little ones, how many times must you all be told that
evacuation is not a plaything as with watching your T.V. shows and then
going off to dinner. This, which we instruct of you, will garnish your life
standing apprise, which will then instruct you to hurry, to run, yes, and for
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goodness sake, keep sober! How on earth are you to respond at the time
we have all allotted, for there are many of us in many starships who will
advise you at the appropriate time of your departure! If you are drunken or
on drugs you may think this is a hallucination! …and miss your flying
boat! You will at that time be well left behind to the tumultuous waters, the
fires brimming up out of the earth, and the volcanoes seeping out of the
oceanic tidal waves which bring it all to shore. Ye ones have so far little
idea of that which awaits those who are uncomely toward ourselves as
well as our messengers, to all and each one of you, and that is a serious
crime against humanity which equals yourselves as well as others finding
themselves in such a state.
How will we then determine whom are to come and whom are to go? It is
easier for a whale to tell the tale of the dolphin who lost her fin to the
sharks than to determine at that time who should or should not be left
behind. In any composition or symposium there are always two lines
which you need to reckon with, and then the base cleft, the modem
attached to your computer waves, and all seems simple enough. Am I
correct?
We will pick up EVERYONE. No one needs be left behind. You understand
us here, what we are saying? When aboard the ships we will then gravitate
toward those compositions placed within your hand and headlocks which
determine through colour-coded references which planets you are to
indulge yourselves upon, depending of course on your grammatical
acquirements and moral codes of ethics.
So, how do you then become color-coded with us? By a single molecule
taken from you when you were created – just before you were born? Not
so. We color-code by vigilance of which place you did reside when on the
earth you are now upon, so most of you will definitely end up, culturally
speaking, outside of no country or place of origin or residence of which
you were taken previous to your evacuation with us.
You must realize that there is no one who needs be left behind before the
rest of the waters swell themselves within your vicinity. No one needs be
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left behind! But aboard many traveling starships and cities of light,
meaning the enlightened and peaceful harmonious people, you will be
then decided upon which and whom is to go where.
Naturally those of you who have listened to us but are uncouth in
mannerisms will be taken with likeminded ones to planets of which there
are many, where you will fit in. You will learn to grow in conduct and
mannerisms befitting those of higher evolved societies and when you reach
that rung in time, you will most likely then be incarnated to a world of
such niceties from which you will then progress on with your lifestreams
as each of creation, each man and woman and child have done since the
beginning of time. Shalom to all those who listen. Salaam to those of you
who are intrigued and pay close attention. And greetings to the rest of
humanity for their diligence toward those of yourselves and our kind
because you believe you are faithful until the day or night comes, and
shalom again to you all. No one need be left behind! Assalaam, adieu and
good day. Sign out for this portion, little one. Sananda Esu Jmmanuel. Good night. 4:39 pm

WE WILL GIVE THE MESSAGE IN EACH DECADE
We will give the message in each decade, and in each decade ones will be
taken. Some during the time of calamity, wherein their friends and loved
ones will never be able to reclaim their bodies, and at other times when one
is not around others for long periods of time. Most of these ones though
tend to be with ourselves, receiving explicit instructions for the placing
upon parchment, or in this decade you do not even say paper but rather
computer screen. It does not matter to ourselves in the least how it comes to
be said, but rather that it is said and is taken to the people – air waves,
television, letters, scrolls, parchment from a previous decade and century and this is why many scholars wish to keep scrolls away from the people
in order that the elites of this world with all the power and money, keep
what they have, not losing power over the people for equality among all of
the human population. Uthrania Seila, please place our Captain Commander Adrigon’s writing
next on line.
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Seila: On the internet or in the book and when the book is finished then on the internet?
Now, in the book. When we have concluded officially then proceed on line. Thank you.
INSTRUCTIONS 2011
March 5, 2011
Seila: Commander Captain Adrigon, do you wish to do a book with me as your scribe?
Yes indeed, I do, little one. But not now. So far I am promptly busy and so as to not keep you waiting, you
may wish to assist Captain Commander Ashtar if he feels it necessary to continue on. I dare say though,
that I think him too busy at this time as well. Thank you however for your concern and just keep on your
good work with Captain Sananda for he is most pleased at this time with the resuming of your success.
Good day for now. Adieu. Adrigon out. 4:01 pm
4:20 pm
If you want to work with me, I will most graciously accept your request and at your own convenience just
as much as possible. Captain and Commander of the new Ithusis Stargazer class starship. Crew of 150. And
because we are to be kept so busy at this time on our survey of your earth for landing strips, as we say here,
we will deposit even more of the craft to help us out on our downloading to you. Fine girl, eh, woman that
you are. Senior staff chief Pixson will be at the helm of assisting us with our downloads. Thank you. Ashtar
out. 4:23 pm

INTRODUCTION BY ASHTAR
This is Ashtar of the Command of the Free Federation of Planets. As I have
promised, I will give you a short derivative in my so simple-to-understand
truths about some of the happenings within as well as on your planet. We
have heard your request for a book of simple terms and have conceded to the
fact that as you continue to ask, so shall it be given. This is in no way to
exclude those writings given by Korthrox and Jambian, for to broadcast their
new news is in indeed a privilege beyond comparison. Later on you will
understand this better. If you are now ready, we will start with our first
segment. You may title this first chapter as... “The fleeting thoughts which
direct the consciousness.”
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CHAPTER ONE
THE FLEETING THOUGHTS WHICH DIRECT THE CONSCIOUSNESS
This concept of consciousness will be provided for you all upon entering into
the fluctuating realms of the Photon Belt. This will be done simply within the
time frequency allotted to those ones who have for so long striven to complete
the course they have laid out for themselves whilst still in the Deva Chan,
which is in simple terms the "realms of the Angelic Ones." It has never been
denied to any entity or individual upon any earthen plane to forfeit that
extraordinary basis of controversial survival, whereas the formation of
consciousness simply dwells upon the plane of the subconscious, which needs
to be adjusted and brought into the Light. This is a simple recourse because in
its simplicity simply means to focus upon the complete abstract functioning of the
Solar Rays so intertwined by the Sun's meteoric pulses. This pulsation is a means
of taking out the light waves and directing them toward the earth's surface where
people of conscious study can simply latch onto them. In an effort to personify this
ability it is given generally, or rather relayed in a general form, into pulses
within your ever changing DNA system. That is enough for this topic at the
moment. Let us now move ourselves onto the next.
We have watched you both, and through our survey of your earth's core have
concluded that the mere complex attire of the monumental drifts within the
space mechanism will be attributed exclusively to the downtrodding of your
evolutionary scale. We must take personal care to not interfere with the
completion of history as it seems to be written out, no matter that its simple
method of transposing the utilities of earth's continuum is in reference to our
solid undertakings of continuum thinking. Our credentials in this matter take
us far beyond that of the ordinary citizen of earth. Therefore, serving the
consciousness of all those of our continuum, who desire to be of assistance to
our reform policy, we are also greatly indebted to you Ones for the past work
you have done with our brothers at Mission Control and in Sector C. It is this
gratitude alone which enables us to greatly enhance our communication skills
with you down to a mere level of simple talk.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE PHOTON BELT IS UNFOLDING
This is of the severest influx upon the gravitational pull within the earth's
stratospheric conditioning at this time. Oh, it is indeed a proud time to be
living in, for every inhabitant on this planet of yours will (if he or she so
wishes) be a participant in the outfolding of the destiny of your earth's history.
Within the earth's crust lies a neutron factor, which simply means it is like a
small cell in structure and has within its totality a range of fibre-like particles
much like that of a solar star in its intertwining dimension as it unfolds within
another such star form. These are made and exist like this simply because
they intertwine within other dimensions of less complex portions. The same
is with the cell within earth's crust: that cell has over eons formed a nucleus of
dimensional features which of course serves to permit those living beings
beneath the surface to come and go at random content or to their pleasure.
Now this of course disturbs your scientists. But the majority of scientists have
performed with crucial intent to formate within their ranks the crucial
instructions to leave at all costs those sub-surface beings well enough alone! It is
then to their credit alone that they do this, for if once they should interfere
with the full scope of the dimensional time warp line, they could indeed cause
a great shift within the structural wall of time and abandon their methods to
severe destruction of who they are in totality. Interfere not will continue to be
a password among that community in the near future, for as our "boys" pose
as any one of them, it only serves to encourage growth in the sense that noninterference groups would not be idolized by those who simply wish to
survive within the earth's rapidly changing and developing crust formation.
This is Ashtar saying good night to all, and keep us primarily in your
thoughts. Our rays shine down on you forever in the hopes that you will
attain in the short while the status and feel of the presence of the other
Masters of Universal control. Sign off, Ashtar out.
The Generals upon your planet's surface are no longer pleased, for their
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endeavors in the Middle East no longer is providing them with the cushion of
resources or economic power that they think they deserve.
Your Generals are quite solid at maintaining their status among their
governmental officials, and that at times leads them into nuclear arms race at
an accelerated pace. This is quite interesting as well as sad, of course, because
by doing this they are planning their own demise at the hand of those who
regulate their frequency, or rather those who "pull their strings." Survival
here plays a very instrumental part in the overall workout of things - of times
and events to come. We find it interesting how a world culture so ingrained
in personal gain does not deploy more strictness against their activities. We
suppose the majority of your earth's population is too weak to even employ a
fraction of the mind power necessary to succeed in implementing their swift
retirement. Korthrox out on line for quip insert.
The backlash of bureaucracy is sometimes hindered by an unknown force to
the people, simply because many of them are unaware, or neglect to force
their consciousness into the process of what we would term as "cognition" or
"full conscious awareness" syndrome. The extent of their debauchery toward
their own kind only serves, as we have stated before, to force once again the
ending of their full conscious remembering.
Hello, Starseed. This is Ashtar on Command for the Federation of Free
Planets. It is our custom to never interfere with earth humans without their
approval. All accomplishments must be handled from without our dimensional
attributes, in other words, we must watch and wait from our "stars" within your skies
in order to not disturb the ratio of interplanetary workings. Humans do strive a lot
of the time to the best of their trappings but however fail the other half of the
time to do their duty toward those of a rather higher quality of misdemeanors,
which alludes simply to the fact that we all make mistakes, no matter how
hard we try.
The simple matter of tonight's dialogue is the retinue of the gravitational pull
forced upon your planet's ever crumbling surface. It is the moon's force
intertwined with the debris of all sorts of nonsensical release into your
atmosphere which is so complicating matters to a great degree. Though we
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often keep our speech patterns to the greatest linguistic simplicity, it is now
time for those who are so inclined to further their study to a greater degree
that must go on with more complicated data. To keep the boundaries to a
more or less neutralized fashion, we need in turn to gravitate toward the
moon's surface or circumference all known proto-light in an effort to
streamline the accuracy of the head beam known as the radium of light's
current waves. The reason this is so important to us, as well as to you, is
simply speaking we have no reason to contribute to the furthering cause of your
pollutionary era.
In circumspect, when all is indeed said and done, it is our certain duty toward
your species to re-navigate the efforts of your scientists into a more founded
navigational circle. In any case, mere conjecture on the issue found in your
social circles doth naught but to serve upon the complexity of wherewith it
deems itself of the worthy manufacturing of etiquette.
We are from the stars of the Andromeda Sector. There are indeed many from
different cultures among us. All are not indeed from Andromeda, as you
might suspect. But then neither are you all from the same place. And
eventually you might come to realize that an effort is certainly being made on you
one's part in whole to free the each of you from certain catastrophe. We wish you
would smarten up your act at times. There are indeed those of you as well
who, when given the ratio of destructive qualities mixed with the ration of
non-destructive chaos would do well to merit unto yourselves the fashionery
release of bringing Light waves down onto your planetary influx! Please
continue to love the Light rays, for they are part and portion of your debut.
We have indeed succeeded, for the replay of the planet of Mars and Jupiter
striven hard on your behalf to accentuate the gravitational redemption
qualities which are so hard for you to reach. These are neutron devices which
are accustomary to work for the swift undercurrenting of your nebulous work
areas. Please petition your leaders to stop cluttering up the earth's delicate
atmosphere with their metallic rubble. This is of a certainty to improve things
up here. Static reform is an adequate title for all biddings of Congress against
the people and herewith, whenever mentioned by we Ones, doth be of the
certainty to liberate those from behind their rather soiled benches of political
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reform.
Adieu for tonight. And may grace find yourselves of the making unto others
of a more congenial nature. Just a little static oft leaves ones to perform a
more satisfying composure among others of their race. Adrigon out.
Ashtar of the Free Federation of Planets, willing to contribute further to our
writings of this past time in our categorical expanse, of course.
Tonight we do in fact wish to proceed with the beneficial thought of
providing ye Ones with an eclipse of your future beneficiary documentation.
In our words we simply wish you to understand the necessary
implementation of which we could arrive at that would serve our sector to the
full enhancement of all arriving substitutes for the proclaiming of sequential
craft landings of a most necessary nature. Protruding out far into the night
skies are one of the most needful of exchanges, as far as elevating the
necessary enclosures for those, whom we deem to be of the most responsible
and responsive nature. It is for this purpose alone that we find to fully
document your resources for this accomplishment of neutralizing the
magnetic structure of frequency next to the earth's current. For the
destruction of the essence of all of mankind will not in the least occur when in
its finality nuclear resources will be laid waste by our detonation of warfare artifact
into your earth's atmospheric climate. This will possibly not occur before it is
found to be of the far lateness of the hour, and therefore all evacuationary
processes of latter-day man will also not occur beforehand. Because of the
symphonized structure of our conglomerated craft we merit all responses to
the keeping off of the destructionary radius of earth's circumference in
keeping with the plankton of evolutionary artifact. It is of this purpose that all
necessary landing procedures be endured by our craft whilst in the air above
your stratospheric expansion. And indeed lift-off will be solely categorized by
the necessary change in breathing habits by earth's inhabitants. It is crucial at
this point in time to list all necessary precautions, of which each inhabitant
should indeed be aware of near the essence of their removal, and it is now our
wish to do them this service. Please begin with B.
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B - Begin: Wash down all items which you wish to take with you, but keep them at a
bare minimum for you will not be taking solitary trips by yourselves. Space must be
accounted for. Move onto C now.
C - Contradictory: Contradictory to current belief we do not wander around the
galaxy in robes, therefore it will not be necessary to bring your sheets. We in fact will
secure places of rest for all ye ones, and to your detriment only will you ignore this
kindly information. Move onto D.
D - Depart: Our procedures for docking instructions will be left solely to our people
and most walk-ins for their assistance. Do not concern yourselves with this
regimentation process. It is well looked after. However before departure procedure
begins just make sure you are there at the "docking bay." Concrete instructions will
be given throughout the earth. Watch your airwaves and T.V. stations. Go onto the
final instruction E.
E - Evacuation: The evacuationary process may leave the each of you rather
dysfunctional at that point, but needless to say, the feeling will eradicate itself into
your mainstream deployment of mind-melding with us. This you will find useful if
you ever wish to ask a question. Thank you for your concern. We are always grateful
at any point in time to place your needs of the moment on par with ours. Adieu.
Those who continue to waste your time with nonsensical information will
find yourselves bereft of all satisfactory providances which we so offer to you.
Deuteronomy is the book which provides the most inclusive material to a
healthy style of living, yet ye ones have naught given unto yourselves the
necessary requirement of a nutritional dieting form, which in any case would
have certained the degrees by which you so oft engage in unhealthy retinue
by overeating those non-solid foods and therefore aberrating unto your own
bodily functions that certain of implements which would, according to our
own driven ratio of gardening procedures, to make of non-effect all those
caricatures of less regimented desire unto the thyroid affection.
Thank you for this programming nature and we will continue at your will,
which is as ours the reprogramming of devices necessary to personal hygiene
nearest the 7 o'clock hour. Adieu.
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All categorized ailments are due to inefficiency of the structuralized breakdown of immunity within bodily functions. It has been noted however upon
your planet that all non-nutritional substances, such as the effective use of
solar cane upon the dietary measures, have nevertheless succeeded their
efforts to acclaim this worthwhile and in (according to their view) mass
humiliation of the performing of strychnine proposals upon all areas of bodily
functions.
Erase frequency on all levels however due to the amount of Praxomine within
the electrical celluloids of the lifestream itself will serve in all effect to
neutralize the magnetic wave frequency of all proportional aberrational
contrivances. This simply means in effect that not all symptoms of disease are
curtailed within the life-giving perimeters of the corpuscles themselves.
We will continue at a later time within this, our topic of discussion customary
practice, for all is gratefully intertwined within its own ceaseless ability to
form synchronized structure upon the two-formed capillaries which so
differentiate themselves in nature. The structure formation of the red-white
corpuscles contain, as in all things, the process of the ying-yang attribute. It is
necessary to mention that along with all recorded earthen documented data
that any aberration should in the least be attributed to a one-on-one formula.
We will accommodate your request for proposal at seven. Thank you, Ashtar
Command out.
All complementary endeavors on our part will indeed serve to restructure all
pro-coding neutron DNA structural patterns, in order to enable us to
differentiate the pattern from that of all non-conspicuous proceeds welting out
of the vibrationary resource structure of detrimental accomplishes. All
preliminary neutron devices which we hold so carefully at our fingertips,
have in the past proven to be of the necessary sort to relay all known
processed data upon one individual to another in a sort of pre-coding
technique. This is servitor to the purely laid out structural essence of
character which at the least will manufacture to itself the necessary
requirements of all formulated dietary practices. This can only be curtailed by
us to the extremities of non-knowing just how well a person will react to our
own given source of accommodating factors, which of course, even at best
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forces the alleviation of the continuation of all manufacturing processing
down-put of our computer bank's medical department, as you would term
them, to be the equivalent of your own, and thus provide us with a well fitted
caricature of all patient responses.
Due to error in the sub-line of the naturale of Canadian referral structure of
your own downtrodden medical services, not to mention the taking on of
laboratory injustices, we have already attuned to the nonsensical fact of
deploying our own mode of transportational nuances to the fore of their blood
banks for the relieving of pressure on all sides. This has at least been of
somewhat a subtle attempt in conglomerating the natural resources for the
purpose of restructuring the capillary section of understanding the compliant
restructuring of what you doctors and surgeons’ term as the "grave mistake."
This, of course, refers to the blood donor's question in which thought
processes are naught detrimental to the outlaying of most nutritious factors
pertaining to good health.

Friday, 11th November 1994

7:32 pm

It is imperative that the people herewith upon planet earth prepare
themselves in accordance with our rather seemingly factitious novices. This is
due to an imperialistic equatorial shift within the earth's axis centre. This does
in no way refer to the core, but rather the outer southern-northern polar
regions, of which are fixed to either portion the magnetic effect of the yingyang process, as is with all equilibrium within universal source structure. It is
not enough to talk about the oncoming occurrences, but rather preparation in
a before-hand method would simplify cases of extreme soon-to-be failure. In
our terms this would alleviate any and all desires for the engaging of conduct
of unethical status requirements unto the performing of aberrational whims of
those who seek unknowingly and who abate themselves and their curricular
from the truth form of all, and which lies in within all universal creation
forces. It is often brought to our mind in these situations, that not one who
might therefore perish. It need not be if but the prophecies by our hands and
by our words are fulfilled to the idiom in every essence of kindred factions!
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It is necessary also we find to mention at this particular given time in your
earth's history, that you will in essence form the nebulae of the next structural
society: those of you who have been chosen to be the seeded implants, will at
once be expected to conduct yourselves within the time frame of that
accordance withdrawal. Symptoms often prove somewhat to be of nondetrimental essence in this respect. For here we have the opposite of what
was performed within the earth's structural period millennium ago.
It is sad, as we watch from our places in the "stars" the utter decayance and
self-reliability of those underlings which so desire not one whit more than to
be of a self-sufficient, self-sacrificing nature. We do allude to the fact however
that the attainment of such despicable goals into higher realm or higherdimensional fields of theory are reached at this time by few who in turn
acclaim themselves oft to be more than they actually are. And here we refer to
the personages of the below-plane of some of you ones yourselves, who opt
work with us and are of a compliant nature. We do determine that at times
humility would be granted and welcomed as a forefront running, however we
also affiliate ourselves within the understanding pattern that are you who suffuse to
the neo-naziism endeavour of "flying from the platform" of long subservient behaviour
will find yourselves thusly falling down the porthole of the high-beamed interior.
Adieu.
Thank you for coming promptly to the keyboard, dear Seila. It is our
intention at this time to allude to the personification of those crooks down
upon your earth's planetary atmosphere, who have so in the past done such
injustices as to personally equip themselves with the what they anyway
deem necessary equipment in the artificial hopes of accumulating great
wealth at the expense of our downtrodden troops, who oft have fell to their
deaths (as you would term it) and have proceeded to equate themselves with
one another for the gruesome purpose of hijacking our craft so as to make
for themselves a close duplicate reminder of our great wealth of knowledge.
This is not only regrettable for them but for us as well as those typhoids of
mankind's diseased patterns have done naught but to contribute to the solely
sought-after subjective welfare of their fellow brothers and sisters from
beyond the stars. This is not only a disgraceful manoeuvre on their part, but
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we do hold those of the supposedly higher essence of mankind in general, as
it now stands, as the sole contributor before the High Council to acclaim full
right and title deed to their own misfortunate activities toward those of other
nations. And here, of course, we are alluding to the misshapen welfare of our
brothers within the surface crust of earth's porous crust, the inhabitable core
link. This we will surely discuss in regular time sequence. But as of now it is
safe to say that, should any one of those so inclined to come close within our
favourable atmosphere (presence), then it will be to their own cause that we
elude them for the sole purpose of engaging for ourselves the necessary
artillery maneuvers to ensure not only our own safety but that safety of the
crew.
We are currently engaged within the strife which has for so many centuries
eluded us. Perhaps it would be of the occasion of employing more or less
artificial robotic means, of which are so often portrayed upon your scientific
show types, and therefore manufacture themselves accordingly, that is to say
according to the real life truth instead the fanciful whims of the entire
populace of your casting supplies. However, it is to our extreme regret that
all systems are set on go and functioning within their fullest capacity, that we
hereby find ourselves working within the consensus of other arbitrary means
by which ye ones will, certainly at some time in the extreme near future, find
yourselves engaged in as part and parcel solely due to the effect of the nuclear
waves high within atmospheric conditions which do in effect hinder the
correct running of the stratospheric conditioning of the hemispheric planes
within all categorical expenses, or in your own words, circumstances or
perimeters.
Adieu for this small portion. Now to kindly equate us within the
manufacturing of spacecraft of which you higher ones of the earthen plane have so
stolen our blueprints! Do you really believe that not only will you get away
with your horrendous deeds {or are you instead of a kindlier mind to share
with others the findings of your so long age {ancient} ancestors of civilized
man}?
First of all, in order to gain the status of civilization you will find it to be of the
imperative nature to reclaim all earthly functions in order to postulate those
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grievances toward your "star" brothers, and to, in course fact of the
situationary process, lend toward us instead a kindly arm of manoeuvring.
You do indeed, though many of you might naught be aware of such, break
our hearts. Has there ever been a time whereby you did not in the least
gravitate toward our kind with less than contemptuous design of character?
Oh, how you need to learn! You have broken our hearts to the tenth degree!
Can we now implore ye ones of the "High Council" of the earthen plateau to
hinder not your own evolutionary progression of not only yourselves, but
toward your own fellow brethren in order to gain the respect so oft due to
certain ones upon your hemispheric attire {planet}? Think again of your
cause, and stop all your neutral dealings before it is too late, not only for you,
but for all nations upon your earth. We do implore you at this time however
to consider our words and contemplate our heady avarence to your crimes.
This being by the consensus of those of High Authority within the regimes of
neutral mass-interference. It is also the seasoning adjustment plan of the High
Council of Armedia, Pluto, that acquiescence be allowed to heighten the
subjectory status of earth's inhabitants.
It is for these reasons precisely that temptation will no longer be of protruding
effect upon the templates of your Mother World. In other words, it is strictly
for the benefit of all Mother Resources, such as interplanetary double-ups and
the elimination of war types as well as, and frankly speaking, the consensus
on slavery abolition and natural warfare, which strictly speaks of earth's
natural activity being of a consenting nature with that of the tulip, doves, and
whales. These, of course, symbolically represent the earth, sky, and waters.
So here we have it: interloping over the qualms of history those negating
factors of detrimental purpose being turned upside into a flourishing national
dispute.
So think again! Come, be one with us, within the majority of all
encompassing plans of both, mice and men: the Great Godhead, as you term
it, and the one Creational Pattern over all, within all, and for all. You
understand? The arbitrary consensus of the people goes similar to this: the
tie-in to the Creation is somewhat similar to your declaration which states:
"..by the people, to the people, for the people." We state: Universal consensus is
defined in its overall essence to be formulated by the people, for the people, unto the
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One Creation - the All Encompassing Benefactor! Our benedictions to all of
Mankind! Salu!
Andromeda Rex working in co-consignment with Ashtar Command Unit out
of the Free Federation of Space Station Units. Thank you. Out. Frequency 9.5
megahertz. Telepathic frequency out.

CHAPTER THREE
THE CONSCIOUS ASPECT OF THE SPECIES
NUTRITIONAL HEALTH HAZARDS
This is Ashtar Command coming in on your frequency, Starseed. Ashtar
presiding at the forefront of the epilogue discussionary proceeding of the day.
Thank you. Let us to please begin a new chapter heading at this point in time.
Thank you. Proceed please.
The text of Nutritional Health Hazards is a rather complex one to which we
would like at this point in time to standardize into its complete format for the
benefit of all personal upon the Earth's surface structure. Ahem, it is solely for
this birthright of the nations that we adhere to the strictest adherences of
national abbreviated sojourns upon the nucleus of planet waves in particular.
To put it in a more simplified text, or rather co-herent modem, we will
categorize the nutrients for good conglomerated conscious health, dealing first
with the solar-plex of the nutritional diet.
There are indeed many sources of requirements for the Plutonium
Consciousness to which, we might add, has its sufficient status among all
National Congressional ties to the rest of the interplanetary control within the
total spectrum of mass consciousness. It is for these reasons that the subject
outline would, unless performed within an intact division, adhere strictly to
the outpouring of the love essence not only from the heart chakra, itself, but of
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course pertaining to the categorizing of the solar chakra, as well as the crown
chakra, from which all nutritional desires are gained. In other words, the
currents which are so derived from the rather stationary process of healing
within current categorized effinimum, are, to the rather resorting and
restructuring of the complete content of nutritional value. It is for this purpose
that we have waylaid an easier or more simplified manner of explanation to
be processed by your brain wave capacity.
Do we stretch your consciousness in this way? We certainly do. For now you
have got to think for yourselves. Do not, however, strain your mind-melds on
our account, for it is solely for your commendation that we have limited our
resources to fit into your wave lengths as much as possible. Limited
awareness is to be achieved only on the basis for compounding those trouble
areas which the mass production of melting down of understanding occurs
within your "three-dimensional" realm of understanding. Thereby, conducting
tours through the dimensions, attributes, not so much on our behalf, {for we
are missing very little}, but rather, on sole behalf of the personal so established
upon the face of that detonation planet, you term as the Earthen plateau.
Here in fact, is processed in curricular format, those items of disclosure of We
Ones. Please proceed with (a) please, starseed. Next column.
(a) Depict the nearing accumulation of photon belt effects upon the conscious
minds of collected human consciousness. It will indeed be felt throughout the
galaxy, in fact. Next point please.
(b) Beginning with the human aspect of the solar-plex, we will personify the
ending from the beginning, of which there is actually no cause; for to end
there must be a beginning, and to begin any activity there must have first
been an ending to all categorized content. Go on to the third element please.
(c) Strictly speaking, it is always the crown chakra of which you humans so
duly contribute to the entire worth of your conscious activity. For without it,
how can you attribute and maintain standard control for the mass elevated
conscious workings of your species? Four.
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(d) The love chakra. Of this, we speak with the fondest elation, simply,
because to attach oneself to this product of the mind, you will always
perform in perfect unity within the Creation of Life itself. You will give us
cause then to manufacture those thought-up elements which attribute to the
healthy cause of nutritional value for the benefiting of all of mankind. This
is when life becomes a sincere synchronized effort, on behalf of all total
workings of previous, as well as future workings within the collective
consciousness, not only of mankind, but of all governing species as well,
throughout the complete manufactured texture of Creation, itself.
To keep these particular chakras in a healthy state of mind and being is to
elevate oneself into the total productive capabilities of never being wrong in
ethic style nor morality, as construed throughout the texture of all Universal
Laws. For the golden rule which so states: To love your neighbour as yourself,
can never be the failing point of exposure, neither to be found in the past nor
in the future. For all that we do in the present has been texturized into the
time frame of all future resources, which we have so aptly built up for
ourselves, as well as the effect they so readily have on others.
Well, dear friends, elasticize your minds as you read this oft, for not one time
will you submerge yourselves within these texts, or paragraphs, but graphic
illustrations will be sent to you through your own manufacturing of explicit
instructions, if only to teach and to ensure you, that you are indeed your own
boss. Come quickly, those of you who first understand, and record all your
dealings with us. Write of them to encounter dramatic effects upon the minds
of others, so they too, will understand the contents of that which we offer.
Good joy to you all and to all mankind, personified!
Ashtar Command Out for brief punctuation of epilogue. See you tomorrow in
the future of your command. Love from all at the Universal House of a New
Beginning. Salu.

THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF HUMAN ADJUSTMENT
It is the purpose of each of nature's endowments to enable the human to
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dwarf the necessary attributes of all necessary changes within their DNA
molecular structure. Each individual is furnished according to his or her
atomic creative particles for individual assessment as to just where and when
they stand in the procedure of changing status. Within this texturized
componency of major despondent change status there are certain Ones of us
who have designated to be of the helping you through certain emotional
states, which are, contrary to your "nature of the present moment", (which is)
of a despicable and contradictory acclaim to your newly found present status.
In other words, suffice it to state that not only are major criteria abound to be
indeed of the founding nature within the realms of ye Ones circular ties to
each other through the complete mass conscious structure of the all, but in
order to applaud ye through this time of change {and there are those of you
indeed, who typically do not wish any part nor form of it, at this time} we
have given great consideration to our part of the episode at this stage in your,
shall we say, delivery.
It will not by far be an easy task for the majority of ye, but all taken into
account, it is far better to be drawn into consensus with all others than to be
left amiss, drifting in the sea of tides. You have asked me many times to try to
simplify the dialogue on your brain wave frequency. This is not always
possible, for to contribute to the cause of expanding the corpus colupus of the
brain, we wish instead to cause the enhancement of all brain circuitry. Please
proceed, Little Star, on our account.

You must understand us, we are here in the token effort to add summarily to
that epic of transfusion, of which at times eludes many of your people, that is,
the naturale cause of those extremities which arrive at the doorstop of nucleus
wave disaster. It is for these reasons alone, with the photon belt effects so
rapidly closing in, that the transpiration of all effects, which are so brought on
by this climax of transporting wave frequencies into the hierarchical areas of
the brain, will do much to transmute that energy into a sweeping radius,
which will in fact shortly cover the entire earth's hemispheres, radiating down
into much of the earth's surface sphere. Detachment is simply a coordinating
feature of these effects upon the plasma, and you will find it to enhance those
nuclear beams, which do so often radiate around in your atmospheric content.
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This is suffice to say to ye Ones at this time, that without instruction on our
part you would indeed be left bereft without a ship to hold onto. It is our
design therefore, that to enhance more greatly the manifold properties of
conscious endeavour to your cause alone would greatly reduce the activity of
conscious reliance upon only your five god given senses. It is of a fact of
course, that each One is endowed with a greater "sixth sense," as you would
call it, instead of only five. But to get these all in place so as you can
understand the why's and wherefores is somewhat of a conscientious activity
on our part.
In the days gone past we have alluded to the worthwhile cause of maintaining
upon mother earth, those satisfactory regimens which would hopefully in
your future, which is now upon you, to cause those with prospective natures
to accommodate those who are of the frequent attire to attribute nothing to
this great ending of a most glorious beginning. Do you understand? It is
simply this: In order to enhance the general population with the current
restructuring devices necessary to accommodate them into the mid-stream
of diagramal contours within the photon belt experience, we need the
restructuring of those certain individuals who will at once employ the
necessary sequence into the whole of the mass conscious structure.
It is for this purpose alone that we remain so long within atmospheric
occurrences, simply for the purpose of setting those few within us, or rather
within you - for all proprieties being equal - they will serve to radiate into the
source conscious structure of all humans at large. All being equal then, we
hope that you can understand the entire scope of what we are trying to say
before it be too late for the some of ye. For what ye amass within strict
conditions must be aberrated into the whole context of application before the
run of the belt is obliterated. Take heed therefore in explanations due, and pay
to yourselves close attention to our words, for we are in the offing to help the
each of ye with your transformation into the entire complex structure of
Universal Worth. Signing off for today. Thank you Starseed for your close application at the
keyboard. Sub-Commander Rextu performing on behalf of Mission Control and
the Ashtar Command Retinue. Salu.
Hello dear ones. Sananda back at the helm. We are notorious for placing
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subjective title headings askew, so now we will view Captain Ashtar’s chapter
title as ‘two’ and proceed on with chapter three, little one. Thank you. Please
proceed whilst I wait.

CHAPTER THREE
Subtitle, please. Put in ‘The Notorious Rum of the Nations.’

THE NOTORIOUS RUM OF THE NATIONS
Do I speak of an alcoholic drink then chelas? Absolutely in their entirety are
the human beings upon your planet striving for that, anything, which will
alleviate them out of their misery of not having at their fingertips that which
makes them all happy. And can you blame them after all, living within a
societal structure and being kept from all that which would lead them into
paradise? Absolutely not, saving the fact that in their condition we cannot say
for sure that they will even make the first level or rung of paradise whereby
they will never need to come back to this lowly grade of existence. That will
be the choosing point among themselves, for all people must gain an idea of
what it is like to live above their means in paradisiacal evolvement. A person
must like a soldier test themselves of their worthiness to acclaim themselves
into another height of level of existence upon another plane of existence, or
better put, another planet, for there are scores of them, whereby each
individual chooses at that point to move onward and to an even better and
greater sense of achievement to the next rung, or level of existence with
others, or stay exactly where they are for centuries, decades, days or even
millennium.
Just because, beloved ones, you think you will join all those deceased ones
who have gone on ahead of you, physically speaking, you must know that
you have little idea where they have gone and to which level. They may have
attained a level way beyond that which you have so far attained, and in that
case it may be some time before you see them again. On the other hand, these
friends and family’s of your own may be situated already upon world in
another format, another body, born of the flesh and the blood, the womb, and
you may well, if you would only recognize them by their soul or as you
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incorrectly say, ‘their spirit essence,’ it is highly possible you will see them
again as you visit other worlds. This of course all depends on which level of
worlds you will be allowed to visit, depending upon the format of your own
evolvement or existence. Whilst we do not become puppy dogs, cows or the
such, we do continue to incarnate our existences from world to world, from
level to level. Ahem. And that will be all for this portion.
Let us not waste anymore time by being silly, shall we, little ones, for time is
elapsing for those who actually need more time to decipher all we have had to
say. Even Peter, my loyal and staunch comrade of years ago, once said to me
that if all the fireflies (starship dingers) in the heavens were to solidify into
one gigantic ship to resemble that of a big dark cloud and we told the people
so, it is highly expectant that those same people would never believe.
There is so much to divulge to you, chelas, of the wonders of the universe that
if enough books in creation were written, you would never have enough time
to read them all before your evacuation, one lifestream to the next. But some
of the wonders we will speak of here, and then of course you make up your
minds as to whom and what you would like to believe.
Tentatively speaking then, we will continue the process of this dictation for
the welfare of your hearts, chelas, and then move on to somewhat more
formidable topics to help you along. Sananda Esu Jmmanuel out for this day.
Sign off and leave notes off.
Seila: The personal dialogue?
No. Just the time element. Once and awhile will do it.

Dear ones, one and all. This next subtitle will be adjoined with a drawing
and here we call this one: the closed capsule. Please place, small one.

The Closed Capsule
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Joined along the lines of the equators, both north and south are the
hexagons of pyramidal express. We call it that because the pyramids with
the capstones in place were the express station or lighthouses with landing
strips for the starships of long ago.
Now our star features are the same and in fact many of them are placed in
the same coordinates as those starships which make up your big and small
dippers, so high in your heavens. As we coordinate we change places
every so many years, usually two, in order to relieve the crews aboard the
dingers, which take no strife with entering the mother ships under the
cloak of darkness just for a little reprieve. If you notice you will see the
lights go so dim as to entirely disappear from time to time. Our reserves in
this effect are very secure and the majority of the population of your
mother earth are not even the most remotely aware of our comings or
goings, and certainly your scientists are not even aware enough, the
majority of them, to tell you what is going on, for that indeed, would prove
our investment in your earth habitation, and to your governments that
simply cannot be allowed. Ahem. New sentence structure please, Seila, little one.
The sparcity of creation is not in the least bit in doubt here as to the
intelligence garnered by piquing the exquisite rehabilitation of your
species, a species which is known and loved throughout the worlds of
other nations and vice versa. For you as a people are not understood by
many of the people of other planets, for your aggression is just too
stuplifying to them, and your order of things is retroactive to your own
coordinates of growth patterns – intellectually, spiritually – we call it ‘souly’ and emotionally. But we have told them with our help and theirs, and
life’s experiences, one day you will grow. So now on with another short subtitle and
issue. Please place, scribe, the next line as being: So brilliantly do the starships shine their everlasting love
on each of you. We wait.

SO BRILLIANTLY DO THE STARSHIPS SHINE THEIR
EVERLASTING LOVE ON EACH OF YOU
How does it occur then when an evacuation takes place and what
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coordinates do we give ye thus far?
It will flash all over the websites of many how and when and where
these events will be taking place, so be vigilant and know we are
preparing every day of the week for these events. We will be so clearly
seen that any obstruction such as “the wrong kind of entity coming in a
starship to pick us up” simply will not occur. We have the heavens, the
skies above your planet so well guarded it would be absolutely ‘futile’
for anyone to impede themselves past our grid. The stars which shine so
brightly for ye all are there to pick you up, parcel by parcel, one by one,
group by group for the larger ships and capsules. It is quite phenomenal
what we are able to accomplish and more so with your cooperation. Now
let’s talk about schools upon other worlds. Please place “Schools upon other worlds are
lacking not. We wait.

SCHOOLS UPON OTHER WORLDS ARE LACKING NOT
Tripoli, Hungary, Belgium, Hong Kong, Mazitland, Detroit, Michigan as
well as many other sites on your world have an inkling of how a school
should be run, but running them and even setting them up is somewhat of
a mystery to them all. In the first place, chelas, only ‘truth’ of historic relics
and events may enter into these classrooms, and if one decides that truth is
not their truth then of course the climax will be that they once again will
experience a likeness of that which they suppose is their truth. Not a nicety
we do admit.
Polarization of the hybrid brain is a necessity, for without it how can you
possibly expect to dominate the entire region of the cranium? And those
who utilize only the right or the left hemisphere only can only expect to
radiate that equation of brilliance out to the ones around them, and
nothing more.
Schools upon other lands are private. But schools upon other worlds are
not, for all truth reigns as one and it is the oneness of their society which
makes them formidable and strong. Formidable only inasfar as breaches of
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their society is never allowed to lay claim!
Schooling in other lands on your world may consist of traveling
internationally or nationally, or even a little closer to home, whilst
schooling upon our worlds of the higher run, we could call them for a
better explanation, see their pupils traveling to distant countries upon
other worlds or planets for a better and clearer understanding. What you
do in little steps for your pupils, for your schools, we do in giant leaps, and
so far our pupils will not stray too far from planets such as you live on, if
only to gently from the skies observe what you do and completely without
interference - only to learn – ‘close encounters’ we think you call it. But the
more adventurous of our people do walk among you all and hope that one
day each of you will grow accordingly out of your infancy. Close off for tonight,
love. Captain of the Stargazer for a night, Sananda Esu Jmmanuel. Adieu.
Place time proponent. 8:46 pm. Seila, see if you are able to draw from scratch the school diagram we once
gave you. Thanks Sananda.

THE AUDITORIUM OF THE UNIVERSE: OUR PLAYHOUSE
Dear Ones, conceding back into the refurbishment of our state of minds
here upon the starships, or starcrafts, as you will, we also concede to
travestying the universes, more than one you will notice, aboard very
large, what you would call, planetless counters. They are rather flat on top
and resemble somewhat of a counterpane which you would necessarily
place a cup and saucer upon. These planes, or plateaus, are actually flying
disks, hundreds of thousands of miles in their diameter. You have
probably heard of them in your times before the bible, where illuminated
cities strove their way through the galaxies and beyond. However, we have
decided not all that long ago, to keep these beyond and out of the reach of
your own earthen plateau. Perhaps these cities in the sky are the reason
why persons such as Christopher Columbus understood with his telescope
that the world was not as flat as all that. Many of your honoured students
of ancient times did however believe the world was entirely flat, and we do
surmise it was because of these flying cities. Nonetheless, you do have now
within your grasp those telescopes of modern era which show to you the
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reality of that which we are and the reality of that which ye are not. Read
up on your true history, dear ones, and not upon the history gleaned by
only those who once wrote the books. You will notice that even they time
honoured ones encrypted the truth in error so as to control the thinking
abroad and at home, contrary to that which in truth was applicable in its
design. In other worlds, beloved all, the truth will always stand, shattering
all that which disallows its light to shine as brilliantly as some of our
minds. Ahem.
The universe is not only our playground but you are within that
composium of fun and games, only at your stage in the game less than
several of you can believe it. There is so very much to learn, experience and
accomplish at that stage when the universal skies can be traversed close to
unknown planets. Not that planets are unknown or undiscovered, for
many species of humans live upon their surface, breathing differently
through gills at times, but rather looking in their appearance just like you
and I. It is fun for those of us who traverse afar throughout unknown to
ourselves, undiscovered by ourselves, those planets in tune with our own
desires, such as hockey playing without the puck but using a robot-ball,
and golf, and aquarium studies of different type of fish and many other fun
and enjoyable tendencies for the public to enjoy.
We have traveled the stars into vast galaxies, into universes strikingly
diverse in comparison to our own and those places we have discovered at
home, could we say. I am reminded of the time in Jaspius Four, two lunatic
ducks were swimming in a pond of reddish-green (brilliant) water making
the most unseemingly noise possible and the fish within those grappling
waters were coming to the surface to sneer at the ducks with their mouths
all a pucker. The strangest thing I have ever seen was the walruses in their
mud upon Pluto and Venus who forever think the sun will forget to shine
if they live there interminably. Stranger things have happened, I am sure,
to many of you upon your own planets, but we traverse the universes of
which there are plenty, and my, what sights are to be seen!
Now on with the problematic portion of the writing and this is the bit which makes my head hurt a bit.
Please place Seila, the next verse or heading: “Vermin may make me strike.” We wait.
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VERMIN MAY MAKE ME STRIKE
Now who loves cobras, especially the ones unnurtured for the minds and
eyes of men or mankind, not excluding women? Boa constrictors are
another simple-minded species, and none too friendly, I might admit. So
who are we, to surmise that these little beasts could inflict harm upon the
general public? Are we any better than these little animals if we strike first
upon our fellow man? We would surely not like to be likened unto such
lowly little creatures, would we, and I dare say; neither would any of you.
Why do we not strike your leaders dead then, to release the majority of you
from platinum and gold fights among the heads of state, dear little ones?
Exactly right! Because we are not of the slithering kind who silently creep
up on others and give them a vicious and deadly bite.
Everyone of us must attune ourselves into the categorical understanding
that karma does play a wide role in our behavior patterns, that is, if we are
smart, truthful with ourselves and others, and wise in following the
regulations set down for us by our universal brothers and sisters. We set
not the laws, but we do work within the principles of universal wisdom,
and when we do so, we know we have a general knowing that we will
improve upon our characters in time, and that we are moving along the
right track. Ahem. And no one else is going to do it for you. So you may as
well fight off a disease than fight your own karmic baggage. You see it is
against universal principle to even allow others to shake loose the dirt off
your backs without ruining your own progression and experiences, of
which of course are there to allow you to further yourselves upward unto
the furthest-more rung. That will be all for this section. Break. Sananda Esu Jmmanuel
out.
Please do not think in the least that we are a figment of your imaginings,
for that we are not. In one generalized moment we send down into your
minds those thoughts which lead you to realize that we are sending to you
the oneness of our activities, and you are heartily invited to join with us –
those of you of course who believe us and ready ourselves for your
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acquaintance. We are most favourable to your scientists, such as Tesla and
many others, not only of the past, but those dear and courageous souls
which are here with you today. Unfortunately those people are born with
‘guts’ as you so ineloquently state, and that is what gets the majority of
them in trouble.
We ficher that which is good and correct, hoping to entirely heighten that
of your understanding with that reasoning of our own. Sometimes a
thought we give to you might be forgotten with time or you simply cannot
remember a thought which is different to your own preconceptions, so you
forget. And that is why we are here writing these books of remembrance
for you. Tomorrow you remember. Today you forget. Call these
‘remembrance books’ and you cannot go wrong. Good day. Sananda also out for
this portion, scribe. Tie off frequency for now. I must resume my duties and I do this time also apologize for
my rather piecemeal anthology way of doing things.

Sananda Esu Jmmanuel out. 5:12 pm

THE PYRAMIDAL OBSTRUCTION
So, we enter now into another day, little chelas, and today’s pyramidal
express leads us back into the human quandary of just whom and what put
the pyramids exactly where they are. Well, we did, as you most likely
know by now just by reading Lord Adonai’s fourth book which he has
actually presented as the first. Incongruously, of course is the obstruction
to the truth which many of your today scholars are trying to unravel in
order that history can become corrected for the entire benefit of each one of
yourselves.
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It is the same as with Jonah’s ‘arc’ so to speak, and of course the wonderful
little capsules which brought him back up to the surface. Look at the
drawing of both, Atlantis and Lemuria, and see just who didst transport of
the animals back to shore. And if you look at the length of time all this
didst happen, you will find that animals cannot just be torn from their
roots by man who thinks he is little more advanced than those of his fellow
creatures from the stone age, and transport animals world wide to a set
location with the means he or she might then at that time have at their
disposal. Ridiculous, the events you believe just because some incompetent
fool likes to draw the letters of the alphabet in symposium artifacts of his
or her own imaginings. Oh well, what on earth are we to expect other than
incompetence when the majority of your earth’s history is re-written from
the way events did happen in the first place! New sentence structure, little one, and on
we will proceed, for I have a few extra minutes on my very busy schedule and then we will proceed a little
later if you are able.
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The pyramids world round offer little less than imaginative imaginings for
many of your people, and that is because it is simply amazing to them how
such artificial structures were created in the first place. Notice that within
the hallowed halls of many of these structures beings from other places,
their starships, and the events of the time, were graphically shown in such
a way as to tell the stories. Why then can these graphics be believed and at
the same time the stories be altered for generations at a time whilst your
governments (not all, but many of them) tune out the public consciousness
to the truth of such relics. Amazing, isn’t it, when you consider the answer
was right there in front of them all. How obtrusive must it be for such
persons high up in governmental structures to find many ‘astronauts’ from
other worlds built the pyramids! Well they did as your astronauts upon
your world do what they need to do upon their high-in-the-sky white
elephant space station, and yet no one says that is not so. Liberty comes in
all formats, beloved ones, and those formats are often depicted in stone,
masonry, concrete, and by other means such as the actual crop circles, and
not the small-sized cropped ones.
Sananda is my title and Esu is my name. Jmmanuel is what I, and others
like myself, have come to do for you, the holy universal race, but each of
you definitely needs to grow powerful enough to take back control of your
own minds and speech, for free speech you are gradually losing, even in
the most proficient of countries, countries which you think it would never
happen. Got to go, loves. Enter drawings please, Seila, and tie off frequency for a spell. Adieu
and Good Day.
Good day, chelas. Let us begin again with the subtitle “the modern day of man.” We wait placement
please, scribe.

THE MODERN DAY OF MAN
Chelas, what indeed, and have you ever thought about it, is the modern era
or day of humankind? After all each revolution of humankind, each new
reincarnation into another decade or century, is that not also considered as
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romantically ‘modern?’ Picturesque, yes. Nominally erroneous as brain
teasers or sculpted by the bright men and women of your day to lead you
to believe only now is impetuous in its formatting of all nuances of modern
day encroachment upon the delicate mind waves of the now population.
Yet we promise to become a little more simplistic in our speech
mannerisms, and at the same time placing upon our sheet of internet paper
all those sequences for those with a bit of a higher understanding of
vocabulary and mindset of philosophy. They too must grapple with that
which we give them, for without stimuli who can say what will happen to
the future of the progression of the human race in any archaic land.
Modernization is a related feature of progression. One really cannot
survive the day without the other. But what is modernization in the
quiescence of bereavement of the possibility of replacing a good thing
perhaps with a more highly technical or efficient tool without throwing out
the baby with the bathwater? In any case, I surmise we have made our
point here.
Literary works deem themselves a probable source of literature no matter
what century they reside in. For instance Mark Twain, of whose pen name
it was as attributed to the same, features as one of the hallmarks of
excellent writing of the time, that modern time so as we would remember
in all our stuplification those times and events from our own past, many of
us that is, but not all, and because such books are featured as great works
of literary accomplishment and still reign strong in our modern day, could
such books then created in their modern day long ago be considered
modern works of art so appreciated in our modern day? And the same of
course goes for art, and for those replica’s even found in the digs of
archaeology. So then, we cannot say ‘we are more modern’ than the cave
man of long ago who strike it rich with the turn of the handle of a pump.
We are not comforting all those who believe their ancestors were apes or
the likened source of Neanderthal, for we are not, though some do behave
in such like fashion.
All we are stating here is the dwarf star in the night might just be
something just as modern as it was centuries ago, for stars reincarnate in
their own way, using dust as a depository to the earth inhabitants and their
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ilk upon many other ‘modern worlds.’
Enough for this in any case and now we will position ourselves to glean
just a little bit more comfort in chapter four subtitle : Just as the Moon
passes Jupiter or does it? Please place Seila and continue with your supper. I rest. Sananda
out.

CHAPTER FOUR
JUST AS THE MOON PASSES JUPITER, OR DOES IT?
This will be a fine bit of fun, will it not? Remember Jupiter and its two to
three to four (there is an extra one now) moons or satellites as we like to
call them upon your earthen sphere? Well, Jupiter became ‘evacuated’ on
the side closest to the moon, your moon satellite, and you people laughed
when the meteor hit it. One big whammy which sent the waters rushing
offshore! Was that fun for you on your TV screen, for we can bluntly
instruct you that it was certainment not fun for the people living on that
side of Jupiter, nor fun for us to watch them lose their homes.
Perhaps now with your own sequence of calamities you will cease to
laugh, for we laugh not with you. We are serious about our evacuations of
your persons, and we dismay when we see calamity strike your friends,
your loved ones and your homes and buildings elsewhere. So next time you
hear of calamity upon other worlds, even those worlds you deem to be
unhabitable – maybe think first before you laugh! Gravesites of all within
the universes struck by calamity in order to show the population the
creation is still in charge doth nothing in the end to befit the sanctification
of such error as laughing at the woes and tribulations of others. Creation is
wise. The Creators are wiser in their choices, but most of the calamities
found upon your own earth centers are wrought with circumspect that you
ones have done it all to yourselves.
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You poison the earth with your chemical fallouts. You create quakes in
parts of the world who have never seen artificial quake creation before
when you continuously drop bombs on the ground which in turn
magnifies the tremors into cracks deep in the undercurrent in the ground.
This, then, in turn fissures the accommodation of tectonic plate movement
continental wide resulting in all manner of nuisance on the ground
resulting in earthquakes and great waves of water.
And you laugh at the people on Jupiter whilst you cease to laugh at
yourselves! Do you not then think that there is indeed something wrong
with your minds? We, of the evacuational Star Command most certainment
do. Good day. Lord Sananda out. Lord and Master over nothing you have
attributed myself to be over. Out.
Hello Seila. Jambian at the helm on this one. Captain Sananda’s gone away
on a little jaunt. Well, White Winds, here we come! The topic today gives
away nothing save a little moderation of truth which be happenstance to
say: just a modem away. Please place in subtitle heading 7per 5 jauntlet
back into space. Category 4. In time all this will be aptly understood not
only by you scientists of the day and yesterday, but of the public of the
future. Good day to you, Uthrania Seila, and let us now proceed. I will wait your insertion.

SEVEN PER FIVE JAUNTLET BACK INTO SPACE CATEGORY FOUR
Adrigon signing in. Here is the report as we have so long ago filed it.
Ready Uthrania?
Seila: I am ready.
“Upshond the tapestry of the world in large.
Graph it to the sentinel barge.
We have graphs, and galore up here,
Is a stage beyond what is dear.
We of the starships, naval abound,
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Have in the seashore many a town.
You will never find it though, you may search
But we can tell you, a crown is our perch.”
Now that we have that little mind bender on the way
Let us continue with what we have to say.
Thank you again, Adrigon, for the wise words of the day,
And only the screwballs will understand what you say.
For truth in its format is truth undisplayed,
But the bounty of the heavens, for all, is here to stay!
Adrigon: Thank you for finishing off our ditty, Jambian. White Winds
Naval forces out.
Many of our starships travel below the ocean, Seila as you and many other
wise ones are aware, and we pick up many seafaring dear ones who have
drifted overboard and drifted near the shore. When tsunamis occur we
save those whom we are able to save and take them to little sanctuaries
deep down in the oceanic beds and care for them until the day comes for
the final evacuation.
Many may perish for they run away,
But that is their folly and come what may,
Only those who prepare themselves for that day,
Unexpectedly will come our ships to many their dismay.
Those who have made themselves aware of our presence will welcome us
heartily and trust our reasoning and our ways even though our ways may
be discipled unto only a select few. But that is what faith is after all.
In sequesting the prompt arrival of all starships to one locale, from the
skies, the lands and within the sea bed, you, the people will come to know
our graciousness toward the each one of ye, and because of our overtly
good nature displayed at almost all times of the day and night, season and
during contrivances, you, the people, will cease to believe those
governments heads of state you have so often to deal with, and embrace
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your brothers and sisters from other worlds, other planets, with open
hearts and open arms and swiftly shout your ‘hellos’ and we can hear you,
for our most sensitive microphones are always turned on. Laced around
the perimeters of our craft are holes in silk, and through these we hear you
though you may not necessarily be aware that we do.
Telepathy is another nectar of peace which we offer up unto your people,
but as you grow, each one of you, the nectar will grow within you and
rapidly within a second or two we will hear you telepathically too. Jambian
out for today. Lord Sananda is back, as some of you still benignly refer to
him as. Adieu. Sign out please Seila on 4 dupont point 7. Or the other way around. 4.7 dupont.
Hello loves, well I’m back. Needless to say my little jaunt took me nowhere
serious, so I will just continue on with my ‘repertoire!’ It has just occurred
to me in looking down at my stainless steel watch that the broken arm on
the clock of time upon your earthly habitation is almost up. The grotesque
conduct against those who are in our charge is soon to end in bloodshed of
their own incarnational loop, and that of course will not be found to be our
fault. In any case, enough will read our prophets’ hand throughout the
world, and they will stand in good stead with us, for there are many now
who write for us in the hopes of freeing the people from their despotic
pleasure and turn them again toward the furnishing of their souls. Please
pause.

June and then August will offer up blooms toward those who seek our
death, for they will turn to the writings with luscious fragrance, not
knowing how they could have brought it to almost its dismal end. For they
will come to know us and embrace our writers, our prophets, and our
seers, and the scribes of the ages (we call them that), for throughout the
ages they have continued to reincarnate down back upon this earth to
assist us in helping you, the readers, no matter who you are nor from
which sector you reign, and for them to do this, my beloveds, is a charge
of goodness second to none.
Well I, as you know are most ‘fond’ of saying that duty calls and because of
that I await the next paragraph structure in warning the judges and
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congregations of the land to not bring about the destruction of
humankind by negotiating with those who would plan the end of our
people, for they are there to set about helping the each one of you as well,
and your souls, your lifestreams, are in our hands – we must help you to
help yourself in these manners and gods’ bless all those who at least try.

Sananda out for this session. Got to fly. Good day. Please sequence out Uthrania Seila
and tie off transmissional frequency 4.7 dupont.

March 22 , 2011 4:38 pm

Dearest Ones, Sananda here back at the helm of all nauseous inquisitions
agin our priority, our books, being filtered out only to you, the people in
need. But that day will end and a new day begun in a very shortened
span of time. Today we elate with you the absolute triumph that the
bread shortage in the Middle Eastern nations will shortly come to its
final end! And why is this all happening, dearest ones all? It is because
the rampage on the streets of each and every city decry the bulk of the
monies going to those caretakers who keep so much for themselves, but
by the time this writing hits the air net, the travesty will be long over!
Sananda over and out as they say, and just a spoonful a day will you
receive in order to cull the thoroughness of pulp in the mind waves of your
brain.

THE ‘SUBMARINE’ AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA
The submarines at the bottom of your sea beds will be seen, quite frankly,
to remember you all. Those of you so misshapen will enjoy a ride through
tranquility, those waters under the coral reefs and then you will notice the
sharks, little fishes, gallant octopuses as well as corral-shaped jellyfish;
now they are quite the ones to see. Only those who remember the
holocaust of tribulation brought on by tsunami waves will flourish with us,
for we ones do strive to complete with yourselves, your lifestreams, so
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lesson will not be cut short, and you will be allowed to live, only not any
more on the dry land of the earthen plateau you just came from.
Far from us to acquit those of you who will see farthing most post and
elicit a shallow temple for you to continue your erroneous worship of
others upon. (click) In any case, it will be you who will send us and our ships
to the top in order to again devise a method of rescue to others who were
swept out to see. Garner our support, if ye must, but always remember not
all can be saved after being swept out to see, for the plankton will strike
many on the head and they simply will not survive. Sananda out for a brief period,
Seila, and take a brief respite until I call again. 247 lapse. Out.

It will be a very merry day ahead of us all to see the foundation of the
edict we have proposed to your leaders rise up above all that which
society now realizes is deficit and uncomely to their present existence.
That will indeed be all for today love, and my most sincere apologies to
those of my readers for these shortened spurts of writ, but I have so much
of mine own duties to accomplish up here and down there, way below
your oceanic tidal beds as you know them by, that I only have a minute or
two to spare here and there. Thank you, dear Seila, for your continual stand-by mode. Set
sphere at 2.5 and close off all transmittal frequency dupont 4.2. Sananda out. Good day.

TSUMANI FOR JAPAN – THE SOLUTION
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INSTRUCTIONS AT BASE
On black: SIMULATION TO VOLCANIC MUSHROOM AIR POCKET
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Below base: When the tsunami wave hits on both sides it triggers a reaction of an air pocket which
implode and then explodes upward directionally like a mushroom atomic bomb except it is an
enormous air pocket which in turn uplifts pyramid city up and over the tsunami waves and suspends it
there with the release of little air pockets likened unto the kind which releases the concrete domes into
shape within one solidified hour. – Captain Melix and Captain Sananda

THE LAST CONQUEST – SANANDA OUT
Dear ones. Lord and Master over no-one here at the helm as usual. Now
we are to glean only a little bit more to this writ and then sign off for
another episode elsewhere.
Dameon Franklin is a name seldom known and propelled to the center
stage is he/she for they have an aptitude for linguistics such as has never
been seen before. These twin souls are capable of filling in all blanks for
one another and because of that, the identical features both in feature and
soul makes them a paradox in the unspoken world.
Just a bit of paradox there, and we have seldom seen in their line of work
any greatness of similar achievement found elsewhere in any other persons
or line of work.
Gracious little ones, time is creeping up on the planet where you all now
reside, and because of the time slot ending somewhere around midnight,
we must heartily encourage the all of you to not circumvent around my
words, but give them, applicable though, and perception for your lives
may well depend on it.
Sananda out for this entire text. On line as soon as you may, Seila and Reni, and thank you for
this small book. Good day to my readers, and a fond good night. Sananda Esu
Jmmanuel out on all transmittial frequency 4.2 dupont. A little different from the
first. Please, scribe, place in time signature. March 27, 2011, 8:19 pm.
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